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In the background of financial crisis in 2008 and the European debt crisis in 2011, 
along with the event of the boss in WenZhou flees for avoiding debts, banking 
relationship became a hot topic in financial researches. However, compared with 
fruitful researches in foreign, domestic research about banking relationship is not so 
much.So it is necessary and meaningful to supplement reasearches about banking 
relationship. 
The objective of this study is to explore the effects of banking relationship on 
firm performance. The study experiments China A share listing companies, collects 
datas about the numbers and reputation of banking relationships, then investigates the 
banking relationship on firm’s financial performance especially on SEM and private 
firms;the relation between the reputation of banking relationship and firm 
performance of private firms is also discussed. 
The paper is organized as follows. Firstly, describes the banking relationship and 
reviews the empirical literature. Secondly, analyses introduce the basic theory of 
banking relationship and develops hypothesis.Third,describes the datas and analyzes 
empirical results. At last, concludes the paper and discusses the policy implications of 
our findings. In fact, this study does find some relationships between firm 
performance and banking relationship. Our evidence indicates ROA increases as the 
ratio of banking debts increases,especially of SEM and private firms. However,the 
effect of bankingrelationship on firm performance is weaken in the financial crisis. At 
last, the study confirms that the reputation of banking relationship is of great 
importance for private firms. 
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